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What does the Vimpex Rescue Academy 
approach offer that others don’t?
Your professional Rescue Service faces many 
challenges today,  including ensuring that the 
learning and development tempo of those 
you employ is maintained in an operating 
environment of significant budgetary constraint. 
It’s within this reality that we can help.
Created by acknowledged world leading 
technicians and training providers from the UK’s 
top fire and rescue organisations, the Vimpex 
Rescue Academy has an essential role to play 
in the delivery of your ongoing training and 
development and offers you truly affordable 
world class expertise.
There’s no shortage of training providers for 
rescue disciplines but our approach is different!
Put simply, we deliver; exceptional training 
underpinned by certificated content from World-
leading experts at very economical pricing 
levels!

• All training is delivered at your site – 
maximising your investment in facilities and 
removing training down-time.

• Training is delivered using your equipment 
and appliances – ensuring that learning 
happens with equipment you have at your 
disposal and are familiar with.

• Each individual student is professionally 
assessed against established standards 
by World-leading experts and awarded 
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) 
with key institutions for attendance.

• Training is designed to the highest 
professional standards and approved by 
recognised leading bodies including the 
“Institution of Fire Engineers” and the “United 
Kingdom Rescue Organisation”.

• Training is delivered by pre-eminent experts in 
each field.

• Vimpex Rescue Academy training solutions 
provide you with complete assurance that your 
technicians and officers can operate safely, 
assertively and effectively in all situations.

A Structured Approach
For all courses delivered, there is a clear and simple three-level progression from the 
Introductory Course - ensuring safety of both staff and casualties - developing competent use 
of equipment in ever-changing dynamic emergency situations, through to more complex skills 
and techniques designed to maximise the effectiveness of your rescue teams. For each subject 
area, there are additional specialist modules that can be tailored to fit the specific risks your 
organisation experiences such as rail, hazmat or large vehicles.

Introduction and Safe Working
Focusing on safe and effective operations:
• For those who have had limited experience of the tools and environment in which they will be 

used.

Technician
Developing skills including practical application of effective techniques;
• For users who have had some experience but perhaps limited formal training in how to 

optimise use of their tools and equipment and previously learnt techniques.

Advanced Technician
Building on skills developed over time;
• For those that wish to practice more advanced techniques and perhaps pass-on their skills to 

local colleagues.

Specialist Modules
Designed to follow-on from Introductory, Technician or Advanced Technician attendance, 
the range of modules use the expertise developed at each level and progress specialist skills 
appropriate to the risks faced by your service. 
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Module Example 
Road Traffic Collision, Rescue & Advanced Technican
With major developments in car safety over recent years, today’s emergency 
crews face far greater challenges and complexities in extricating casualties safely 
from vehicles.

As a provider of rescue services, it is vital that staff are fully aware of the latest 
technological updates and the impact they can have on fast and effective 
extrication and resulting outcomes for casualties.

The range of courses from the two-day Introductory “safe working” 
programme through to the more advanced four-day course are all 
designed to standards approved by the World Rescue Organisation 
(WRO). Courses are delivered in the English language by accredited 
trainers of the United Kingdom Rescue Organisation.

Each course carries CPD – Continuous Professional Development points awarded and recognised by the Institution 
of Fire Engineers which will be recognised in the GCC and beyond.

This new range of courses focuses on:
• Exposure to latest developments in new vehicle technologies
• Principles of trauma care
• Casualty-centred approach - mini exercises to aid with incident commander decision making processes

Topics include:
• The Officer in Charge’s responsibilities at RTC’s
• Glass management and stability techniques
• New vehicle technology (e.g. electric and hybrid vehicles) and its impact on extrication techniques
• Extrication techniques
• The ‘TEAM’ approach
• Supplementary restraint systems
• Specialist RTC equipment

 » Safe Working - 2 days
 » Rescue Technician - 3 days
 » Advanced Technician - 4 days

Vimpex Rescue Academy courses provide you and your team with an extremely cost-effective way of providing the very 
best and safest service to the public you serve, courses include:

Code Course Duration *Minimum Delegates

RTC01 RTC - Safe Working 2 days 8 - 12

RTC02 RTC - Rescue Technician 3 days 8 - 12

RTC03 RTC - Advanced Technician 4 days 8 - 12

LGV01 Large Goods Vehicle Rescue - Safe Working 1 day 8 - 12

GM01 Glass Management 1 day 8 - 12

STAB01 Vehicle Stabilisation 1 day 8 - 12

HYB Dual-fuel & electric vehicles 1 day 8 - 12

FDY01 Fire Dynamics - Introduction 2 days 8 - 12

FDY02 Fire Dynamics - Intermediate 3 days 8 - 12

FDY03 Fire Dynamics - Advanced 4 days 8 - 12

TI-01 Thermal Imaging 1 day 8 - 12

MoE-01 Methods of Entry 1 day 8 - 12

TacV-01 Tactical Ventilation 1 day 8 - 12

*Delegate numbers can be adjusted to maximise value from each course but teaching ratios will be a 
maximum of one Instructor for every six students



Basis of Training Provision
• Courses will be delivered at suitable local sites (fire / police stations are usually perfectly 

adequate). Facilities required will be explained at the time of booking and will include a suitable 
classroom with power and internet connectivity as well as an outside area for practical exercises.

• Courses will be delivered by a minimum of two instructors for up to 12 delegates then an 
additional instructor for additional people, increasing every 6 delegates.

• All Instructor expenses including accommodation and subsistence (food etc.) are included within 
course costs.

• Where training props (eg vehicles) will be required for a course or module, this will be explained 
at the time of booking.  Local provision will be required.

• All practical training will be subject to an on-site risk assessment prior to delivery, findings will be 
recorded and retained but available for scrutiny if required.

• Assistance recommending/booking local accommodation may be sought (required standards will 
be explained during the booking process).

• All courses will be delivered in the English language but can be presented to facilitate local 
translation if required.

• Instructor VISA arrangements will be facilitated by the Vimpex Rescue Academy where necessary. 
Local sponsorship / support is required in certain countries but this will be made clear at the time 
of booking.

• All delegates will be provided with comprehensive course notes to support continuing 
professional development.  Administration will be provided by the Vimpex Rescue Academy.

• Each course will be offered at a fixed price based upon eight delegates.  Additional delegates 
(up to 12) do not incur further charges ensuring that the benefit of increased attendance falls 
completely to the trained organisation.

• Course costs will be agreed at the time of booking and will be invoiced in Pounds Sterling (£) 
payable by BACS transfer to the Vimpex Rescue Academy.

• Payment will be against fixed terms agreed at the time of booking. Typical stages include 50% 
in advance of delivery and the balance upon completion.  Certificates will be issued on final 
settlement.

For more details on our rescue training courses, including 
information about our international trainers go to 
vimpex.co.uk/rescuetraining or call us on +44 1702 216 999
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